MOTHER-DAUGHTER BOOK GROUP:
START HERE!

There are so many wonderful reasons to start a mother-daughter book club. To enhance your child’s
reading (and social) skills. To enjoy an activity together. To spend pleasant time with other moms and
girls and even make new friends. But the most important reason? To share a love of reading.

HERE ARE SOME TIPS THAT CAN HELP YOU GET YOUR MOTHER-DAUGHTER BOOK CLUB GOING.
Decide where you will meet. Are you planning to
host the group at home or would you prefer another
location? If you’re looking for an out-of-home spot,
consider your child’s school, the local library, a coffee
shop, community center, or nearby bookstore. Make
sure you can use the space on a regular basis.

How large will your club be? Between five and
eight moms and girls is a workable number. Keep the
age range (or reading level) fairly narrow, so everyone
will enjoy the same type of book.
Who to invite? Of course, you and your daughter
should make this list together. Make sure they are
all girls who enjoy reading. Then send out your
invitations and the first book group selection. If
you’d like to make the choice as a group, host the
first event as a kickoff party to set the ground rules
for your club.
 he opening event. Some things to discuss and
T
agree on as a group: how often to meet, who will
make selections, what—if any— the parameters are
for selections (length of book, themes, reading level),
whether meeting locations will rotate from house to
house, and whether to have food and/or activities.
The simplest method is to rotate meeting locations,
with the hosts for each month making the book
selection. The selection for the next meeting should
be announced at the end of the prior meeting.

 verybody reads the book! Not everyone will
E
enjoy every selection (which can often make for more
interesting discussions), but everyone should at least
agree to read the majority of the chosen book so
they can join in the discussion. To make these
discussions more enriching, the mom and daughter
who have chosen the book should prepare a few
questions or discussion points.
F ood and fun. It can be great fun to serve food and
have activities that relate to the book or to reading
in general, like making a bookmark, book covers, or
decorating a book journal. Discuss having other
types of reading-enrichment activities, such as
inviting an author to your group, going on a field trip,
or watching a movie based on a book.
Start a website. A group website can keep a
member roster, calendar of meetings, selections
chosen, and other information available to all
members. You can include photos from the meetings
and members can comment on books.

Tips for younger readers:
Your daughter doesn’t have to be reading chapter books to
be part of a book club. A mother-daughter book group can
begin with the youngest readers. Keep the group smaller
to ensure the discussion and activities stay organized and
orderly. And focus a bit more on the activities—younger girls
will probably enjoy more doing and a bit less discussing.
Make it fun, and the books and discussions will become more
sophisticated as your daughter, and her reading level, grows.
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